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ClassX Turnkey Solutions
Quality is in front of your eyes and under your hands. Affordable, reliable, tough,
ready to boost your graphics.

Turnkey Solutions

LBStation

LogoGenius

Quality is in front of your eyes and under your hands.
Affordable, reliable, tough, ready to boost your graphics.

Unmatched reliability in within a Logo Generator.
First-class features for your cost-effective
Channel Branding.

LiveBoard included. Only the best.

Crystal clear interface. Your best friend.

LBStation comes pre-installed with LiveBoard, MoreCG, CastaliaCG, CoralCG
(LBStation3D). Press the button and start with it.

LogoGenius welcomes you with a friendly interface. Manage your graphics on infinite
levels and create the richest graphics experience with media and graphics.

Stunning inside and outside.
The graphics performance of LBstation will leave you speechless.
And it can be equipped with the video hardware you like.

Setup and configuration aren’t required.
Unbox and go! We did our job to fit LBStation with the best hardware your daily work
deserves. All pre-configured to instantly start.

A simple TCP/IP interface is the key to completely control LogoGenius.
The free SDK includes samples for DirectShow, SharedFrame
and network protocols. Effortless integration is a reality.

MediaPlugs series. All integrated.

Amazing graphics and 3D performance.

Inform and attract with rich crawls connected to external data sources, social feeds,
media players, clocks, logos and so on. It’s not what you expect. It’s more.

Equipped with multicore Intel processors and high-level NVidia VGA and SSD storage.
Now it’s your turn to get the best from LBStation.

Prime hardware, selected with care.

Open the box and turn on your imagination.

The hardware of LogoGenius ensures the maximum performance
in all circumstances with ClassX applications.
The key of smooth graphics is under the cover.

You will find all ClassX software and the best utilities such as video codecs,
browser and antivirus. Simple as the ABC.

CGStation
CGPlayout included.
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OEMs will love it. Easy and affordable.

Cost Effective Graphics. CGStation is a downsized LBStation, equipped with CGPlayout,
MoreCG, CastaliaCG. CoralCG 3D option available. It is the real big-win for low budget
projects where price must not affect performance and quality.

SD, HD, PIP or more. Free to choose what you really need.
LogoGenius has been created to meet your needs, even the most
uncommon ones. Unmatched hardware/software fexibility will help you
in integrating LogoGenius into your graphics workflow.

